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Ke-words: microchip electrophoresis. PDMS, Svnchrotron Radiation, X-ray Lithography, SUM Microchip electrophoresis (MCE) offers fast and high resolution separation analyses, which have been applied to many fields, particularly in chemical and biological analysis.~ Many devices for MCE, however, were fabricated with glass and quartz by chemical etching, the fabrication flexibility is restricted because of its isotropically etching property Moreover. glass fabrication process requires many steps and costs expensive. To overcome these problems, polymers are employed as base materials of microchip and prototyping process using synchrotron radiation (SR) were demonstrated.
We have already made a poly-dimethylsilozane (PDMS) microchip by UV lithography'?'. But UV lithography brings the ambiguity of the cross sectional channel structures due to the diffraction effects of incident lights. It seems to change the properties of the channel walls for PDMS chips and causes band broadening of separation. In order to define'the channel structure accurately and to investigate its effects to the separation characteristics, we used SR lithography process with thick epoxy negative resist (SUX). The SR has many advantages for the micro fabrication because of its high energy, collimated beam and less diffraction at the microchip channel size region. We used SU-8 as the thick UViSR resist for the mold of PDMS thermal polymerization. The top and base PDMS layers were bonded each other at 65 in vacuum after exposed in air plasma. Figure 1 shows the cross sectional SEM images of micro channels made by both W(a,a') and SR(b,b') lithography. In the former case (UV lithography) cross sectional structure was degraded .due to dfiaction. On the contrary.
Characteristic differences between UV-fabricated and SR-fabricated microchannels were evaluated by Electro Osmotic Flow (EOF) measurement3). The EOF was measured as the fluorescence signal of dyes using a photomultiplier tube by changing the detection point. The SEM images of the fluidic channels fabricated by SR the well defined cross-sectional rectangular. Furthermore, we compared height and FWHM of the Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) intensity peaks between UV and SR made channels. Fig.2 shows the LIF peaks of sulforhodamine detected at various point of the channel. It was observed apparently that accurately defined channel (lower peaks) shows constant peak heights and FWHMs. It is considered that surface adsorption and the diffusion of dye molecules among the separation mode is significantly reduced at the defined microchannels. We also supposed this was due to the homogeneous FOF without flow velocity variance was achieved at the microchannels fabricated by SR lithography. 
